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COLLABORATIVE SHOPPER MARKETING
by Israel J. Rodriguez, Jr.
Principal, Edgewood Consulting Group

Many CPG manufacturers are looking to ‘net revenue management’
which is a realization and reaction to over-dependence on costcutting and short term promotion dependence that boosts revenue
for a while until it runs its course. As EY Consulting reported in 2017:
“55% of consumer products executives feel they have become too
focused on quarterly performance… they risk being trapped in a race
to the bottom with price and promotion tactics that neither build
sustainable business nor shopper relevant innovation”

When indeed will the pendulum swing back to value creation?
In Edgewood’s 2015 article ‘As the pendulum swings’ we asked: at what point will
brands bled by cost cutting seek to revive growth, innovate and build brand equity?
“When indeed will the pendulum swing back to value creation?” Net revenue
management is a welcome industry response that promises to marry both insights
and analytics into a more strategic and sustainable approach to build businesses.
Traditional approaches to trade spending
When it comes to annual trade promotion planning, most brands focus on being
competitive. More than just repeating last year’s promotions, this includes taking
stock with qualitative & quantitative benchmarking of past promotion effectiveness in
context of category trends, competition and retailer demands. It’s externally focused
to ensure brands and retailers don’t fall into competitive disadvantage.
Many brands augment this with in-depth financial quantification. This is internally
driven by marketers seeking to manage their portfolios or finance hoping to
rationalize spending in hopes of trimming fat but unavoidably cutting some muscle as
well. This quantified approach takes many forms depending on objectives:
• Maximize volume
• Battle a competitor
• Maximize ROI/efficiency to get more with less or cut where it hurts least
The annual tug of war between remaining externally competitive versus meeting
internal financial pressures is a source of friction for any brand not blessed with being
in high growth mode or still enjoying the honeymoon of initial investment.
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Certainly for some retailers in some categories, it’s still all about price discount:
“Price, price, price. It's always about the price”
In a surprising number of categories from food to HBA, upscale to mass marketed,
retailers tell us they invite a more strategic and creative approach to build their
categories sustainably and not just rent shoppers.
“For promotions to be most effective… have to target specific shopper base. Love
to get those insights.”
“As (product) quality increases, more education /creative promotion is needed.”
“Upscale shoppers want to be excited & delighted… looking for an experience”
“Key is attraction. Have shoppers look at your brand… One very unique display
generated +26 to 30% incremental sales”
“(Want) more entertaining promos… any and every way possible. Media, social
network, print, etc.”
Source: Edgewood trade probes with buyers & category managers at leading FDMC retailers

Collaborative Approach to Retail Marketing Mix Optimization
Edgewood Consulting Group works with their clients to foster strategic
collaborations with retailers to achieve both efficiency & effectiveness. We take an
integrated approach we call Retail Marketing Mix Optimization or RMO™, that
begins with understanding both partners’ strengths, objectives and challenges to
fully maximize results including and beyond traditional price-discount promotion.
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Shoppers
Actionable insights on
consumers, shoppers &
targets for your brand,
category and customers
• Shopper Targeting
• Shopper Education

Shopability
Improve shopability,
distribution and shelf
productivity
• Assortment
• Shelf Productivity
• Aisle Best Practices

Impulse

Collaborate

Brands and retailers can
maximize ROI and
achieve strategic goals
• Trade Promotion
Optimization
• Pricing Optimization

Earn a seat at the table
to control your own
destiny at retail
• Collaboration
• Channel Strategy
(incl. Omni-channel)
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REALLOCATE $ FOR
PROFIT & GROWTH
Case Study:
Situation
Leading multi-brand manufacturer wanted to
reallocate trade spending to maximize sales,
profit and enhance competitive position.

Results





Trade spend virtually unchanged
$ millions more incremental sales
Trade ROI improved +6%
Trade profit +10%

Edgewood works with each client as a
team and provides the tools, process,
training, analytic rigor and experience that
guides the art & science of synthesizing
actionable insights into innovation and
implementation. We innovate and
optimize across the entire spectrum of the
retail marketing mix.
This approach has redirected over $2.5
billion in trade spend and generated
award-winning results for innovation,
savings, growth and ROI for our clients and
their retail partners.

TESTIMONIALS
“Bigger financial opportunity and a
more compelling go-to-market
strategy… this is great stuff.”

Trade spend
virtually
unchanged

VP Sales, CPG Manufacturer

+6% Trade ROI
Millions more
Incremental
Sales $

“Edgewood’s insights & analysis are first
rate. They take a hands-on approach
with us as a true partner...”
Director of Category Management
Leading CPG Manufacturer

John Ferramosca contributed to this post and is a
principal at Edgewood Consulting Group.

+10%

Trade
Profit

Whether you want to trim costs efficiently
or reallocate your investment to maximize
profit and growth, Edgewood can help.

To learn more, contact us at

973 644 9788
Edgewoodcg.com
ijr@edgewoodcg.com

